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Exploratory Testing with Rainforest QA
Every bug counts. Rainforest Exploratory provides fast, scalable exploratory testing without the stress
and investment required to manage an in-house exploratory testing team.
Manually testing is time-consuming and expensive, especially for mobile devices. Rainforest lets
you test across multiple devices and browsers in parallel for fast, comprehensive feedback. Offload
time-intensive, tedious manual QA work to Rainforest and free up your QA team for high-level
quality assurance tasks and exploratory tests.

Meet Your On-Demand Exploratory Team
The best of the best are available to help QA your application.
Our Exploratory testers represent the top 1% of our community
and are experts in their field.
•
•

Dedicated testers are on-call to dig into your application,
with results in just 48-hours
Give a little instruction, or a lot -- testers go as broad or
granular as you need

Discover Bugs Before Your Customers Do
Our tester network is available 24/7 for on-demand QA testing,
so you can get test results in a matter of hours whether you need
them at 3pm or 3am.
•
•

Cross-browser, cross-device exploratory testing for quality
assurance that doesn’t take time away from your team
On-demand testing environments for the browsers and
mobile devices you need most

Build Coverage and Ship with Confidence
Whether you’re building your regression suite for a new feature or
fortifying coverage for your existing ones, Rainforest Exploratory
testing provides you with real feedback to help you understand
where you need coverage most.
•
•

Find weaknesses and issues that matter most
Easily integrate regression reports into Rainforest test suite

How Rainforest Exploratory Works
We dedicate the same skilled and experienced testing team to your application for
every session. You provide the testing parameters and testing infrastructure, then
they’ll explore your application. Testers provide comprehensive results including video
of their session and a detailed log of any issues they encounter.

You provide the
parameters for testing
your application

We select a group
highly effective testers
from our tester pool

Rainforest testers
explore your app
and find bugs

Receive a list of bugs
and regression tests to
reproduce results

“Rainforest Exploratory lets us gather quick
feedback on areas for which we didn’t have the
bandwidth to do a lot of manual testing before.”
Brian Goodman
Product Manager, Poll Everywhere

Rainforest Exploratory Features
On-Demand Testing Environments

Cross-Platform Test Execution

Skilled Exploratory Testers

Flexible Testing Parameters

Comprehensive Issue Reports

Integrates into Rainforest Platform

About Rainforest QA
Rainforest QA helps agile and continuous delivery engineering teams move faster with the industry’s
only AI-powered crowdtesting platform. Our platform leverages 60,000 qualified testers to deliver ondemand, comprehensive and machine learning-verified regression test results. Rainforest customers
spend less time and money testing so they can ship better applications faster. For more information on
Rainforest, visit https://www.rainforestqa.com.
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